Datasheet

VMware SASE Network
Optimization Service
Enabling WAN transformation
At a glance
SASE Network Optimization service provides
direct access to a SASE Specialist to get you
the most from your SASE investment.
Backed by the data from thousands of data
sources across VMware deployments within
the same vertical and armed with proven
best practices, this Specialist will get you
success with SASE and optimize business
resources for your IT transformation.

Key benefits
• Leverage real-time data analytics to drive
business decisions and network
improvements
• Receive advanced and customized
technical and strategic networking
guidance

VMware SASE™ currently manages over 10k customers and 350k+ devices
worldwide. The VMware SASE Network Optimization service enables customers
to leverage VMware SASE expertise with deep analysis of the network and
comparing it with the broader customer base in the same industry. This insight
from a wide range of data sources is followed by clear recommendations on
how to optimize your deployment.

Taking it to the next level
VMware SASE Network Optimization Service provides a comprehensive
approach to network optimization. It is comprised of four services delivered biannually and one service delivered on demand.
Bi-annual VMware SASE Network Performance Analyses and
Recommendations Report covers:
• Executive briefing
• Overlay branch and hub performance

• Get a knowledgeable, experienced
resource who works alongside your team
to implement effective network technology
solutions

• Per-VMware SASE Edge network performance with recommendations
applicable to specific region

Pricing and scoping

• Overall comparison with industry and similar deployments

The VMware SASE Network Optimization
includes the following services:

Bi-annual VMware SASE Health Check Report reviews include:

• Bi-Annual Network Performance Analysis
& Recommendations

• Sorted Edge performance by capacity and QoE (Quality of Experience)

• High-level design and low-level design
• Orchestrator configuration

• Bi-Annual Return on Investment Analysis

• VMware notifications on software updates and best practices

• Bi-Annual Customer Health Check

• Best practice recommendation

• Bi-Annual Security Assessment

• Edge health assessment

• As needed (max 4): Upgrade Benefit
Analysis
For pricing, please contact your local
VMware sales representative.

Bi-annual VMware SASE Security Assessment includes the security disposition
of the following SASE components:
• VMware SASE Orchestrator
• VMware SASE Gateways
• VMware SASE Edges
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For more information
To learn more about the VMware SASE
Network Optimization Service, please
reach out to your local VMware
representative.

About VMware Professional
Services
VMware Professional Services
transform IT possibilities into business
outcomes. Our comprehensive portfolio
of services uncovers and exploits the
unique opportunities made possible by
VMware technology. Drawing on our
unparalleled product expertise and
customer experience, we collaborate
with your team to address the technical,
people, process, and financial
considerations for IT transformation to
deliver results that are positive,
tangible, and material to IT and your
business. www.vmware.com/services

• VMware Cloud Web Security
Assessments of the security policies implemented in accordance with best
practices and security governance of the enterprise. This would include:
– SSL inspection
– URL filtering
– Content filtering
– Content inspection
Bi-annual VMware SASE Return on Investment Report includes:
• Overall and per-Edge savings from partial outages/outages
• Overall and per-Edge savings from operational enhancements
• ROI (Return on Investment) estimation based on previous system
A VMware SASE Upgrade Benefit Analysis Report is available on demand and
can be delivered up to four times a year. This report covers upgrade benefit
analysis based on your needs and objectives.
As with all VMware Professional Services, we focus on transferring knowledge
so you can operate and improve your VMware environment, reduce costs, and
accelerate business breakthroughs on your own.

Terms and conditions

Customer profile

This datasheet is for informational
purposes only. VMWARE MAKES NO
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
IN THIS DATASHEET. All VMware
service engagements are governed by
the VMware Professional Services
General Terms and Conditions.

You should consider the VMware Network Optimization Service if:

www.vmware.com/files/pdf/services/
tc.pdf

• You have recently made a substantial investment into the SASE platform, or
plan to do so and are eager to quickly get the maximum possible return.
• Operate a network environment where applications and uptime are critical.
• You want in-house expertise to educate and support your networking team
and to help identify opportunities to optimize your SASE investment.
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